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Hacker? What's a hacker?

"Starting from 40 years ago, when I joined the hacker community at MIT, 
I’ve been proud to call myself a hacker. I was hired by MIT to be a system 
hacker, meaning to make the system better. [...] 

Hacking had a more general meaning, which meant basically being 
playfully clever and pushing the limits of what was possible. [...] 

Hacking, as a general concept, is an attitude towards life. What’s fun for 
you? If finding playful clever ways that were thought impossible is fun 
then you’re a hacker. [...] 

There are many ways of hacking that have nothing to do with security 
and breaking security is not necessarily hacking. It’s only hacking if you’re 
being playfully clever about it." 

~ Richard M. Stallman



  

Space? Where it is?

120sq.m physical space accessible 24/7

Ampatiellou 11, Athens Greece

3 blocks south of the Subway Station.

 



  

Can I visit?

Sure you can!

Check hackerspace.gr to see if we are there to open.

All events are free to attend.

Only request respect the space and the people using it



  

Why you've started this?

Free Software

Open Hardware

Open Culture

Sharing knowledge

Sharing infrastructures

Connect Away From Keyboard(not very far away though)



  

So what can I do?

Relax, treat your self with a hot or cold beverage or 
snack, surf the net (Athens Wireless Metropolitan 
Network too) or read a book in a couch or just hang out 
with us



  

What if I want to get my hands dirty?

Use workshop with, two Lulzbot 3d printers, an 
electronics bench, and several handy tools, are waiting 
for your fingers. Just check if any of the present 
members knows how to operate this.



  

So how about this events thing?

All events are open to everyone.

More than 550 events in four years

(1 event every 2.5 days)

All by organized and implemented in a volunteer basis



  

What your events cover?

Graphics with GIMP, Blender and Inkspace, 
Quadrotors , Amateur Astronomy, Python, 

Cryptoparties, Digital Privacy, Djangogirls workshops, 
Amateur Radio, GNU/Linux lessons, Web 

development, Mozilla events, Open WRT, AWMN, 
Arduino, Creative Commons Film projections, Digital 
Electronics Lessons, DNS, Amateur Radio, OpenROV, 
PLD, SatNOGS, Systemd, Foodhacking, Virtual Reality, 

Wikimedia workshops, LibreOffice, Robotics

and more.



  

So only there?

Sometimes we set up a mobile hackerspace when some 
of us go on events camping

plus there are other hackerspaces in Greece too

P-Space @ Patras – Tolabaki @ Chania – TechMinstry @ Thessaloniki.



  

Ok so who runs this?

Do-ocracy & volunteering

Regular meetings

Mailing lists

Being awesome to eachother

Admins are part of a web of trust

Transparency



  

Do you pay for this stuff? 

Rent

Electricity

Internet

Equipment

Other utilities

Stock of beverages and snacks

SUM ~7000euros per year



  

That sounds like a lot, who pays for it?

Admins and Members pay a 20euro/month subscription 
fee

Donations provide some extra funds.

Some organizations and companies have provided funds 
 or equipment to support us without any obligations on 
our part.



  

How you intergrade with the commons the market and 
the state?

Not yet another community

Infrastructure for communities, organizations and 
individuals that share our vision

 



  

Your view on commons

My personal commons experience.
● Tech-commons are sometimes overlooked.
● Tech-commons are really important
● They are a huge drive to economy and society
● As such free software, open hardware, commons 

cultural works and sharing of knowledge are of major 
importance



  

I would like to ask yet another question...

Sorry time is up

:(

Don't hesitate to send 

questions, suggestions, ideas and threat letters to my 
email address:

elkos [at] hackerspace.gr
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